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t pro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We onsider a generalization of the ontat proess stohasti model, inluding an additional
autoataliti proess. The phase diagram of this model in the proper two-parameter spae displays
a line of transitions between an ative and an absorbing phase whih starts at the ritial point of the
ontat proess and ends at the transition point of the voter model. Thus, a rossover between the
direted perolation and the ompat perolation universality lasses is observed at this latter point.
We study this rossover by a variety of tehniques. Using superritial series expansions analyzed
with partial dierential approximants, we obtain preise estimates of the rossover behavior of the
model. In partiular, we nd an estimate for the rossover exponent φ = 2.00± 0.02. We also show
arguments that support the onjeture φ = 2.
PACS numbers: 05.70.Ln, 02.50.Ga, 64.60.Cn,64.60.Kw
I. INTRODUCTION
The phase transitions exhibited by stohasti models with absorbing states have attrated muh attention in reent
years, partiularly in order to identify and understand the aspets whih determine the universality lasses in those
models. Most of these models have not been solved exatly, but a variety of approximations allow quite onlusive
results regarding their ritial properties. Stohasti models are, of ourse, well tted for simulations, but losed form
approximations and other analytial approahes have also been useful in investigating their behavior [1℄.
One of the simplest and most studied model of this type is the ontat proess (CP), whih was oneived as a
simple model for the spreading of an epidemi and proven to display a ontinuous transition between the absorbing
and an ative state, even in one dimension [2℄. Atually, it was found that the CP is equivalent to other models
suh as Shlögl's lattie model for autoatalyti hemial reations [3℄ and Reggeon Field Theory (RFT) [4℄. The CP
belongs to the diret perolation (DP) universality lass, together with others models suh as the Zi-Gulari-Barshad
model of atalysis [5℄ and branhing and annihilating walks with an odd ospring [6℄. The DP onjeture states that
all phase transitions between an ative and an absorbing state in models with a salar order parameter, short range
interations and no onservation laws belong to this lass [7℄. This onjeture was veried in all ases studied so far
[8℄.
Here we study a generalization of the CP, with an additional parameter, so that the CP transition point beomes a
ritial line. Sine the symmetry properties of this generalized model are the same of the CP, it is expeted that this
ritial line should belong to the DP universality lass. However, at one point of this line the model is equivalent to
the zero temperature Glauber model [9℄, also alled the voter model [11℄, whih displays a spin inversion (or partile-
hole) symmetry and therefore belongs to another universality lass. Thus the ritial line in the phase diagram of
the generalized model starts at the CP model and ends at the voter model, a rossover between the two universality
lasses being observed. The voter model belongs to the ompat perolation universality lass, and also orresponds
to a limiting point in the phase diagram of the Domany-Kinzel ellular automaton, where an exat solution is possible
[12℄. Thus, the exat ritial exponents are known for this model. In a study of models with several absorbing states
[13℄ simulational results are shown for the model we are onsidering here and a study of the rossover between diret
perolation and ompat diret perolation may be found in [14℄, motivated by the possibility to explain the non-
universality in models with several absorbing states as a surfae eet. Also, the shape of the ritial line lose to the
CDP endpoint in the Domany-Kinzel automaton was studied in detail [15, 16, 17℄, and these results are ompared to
our ndings in the onlusion. Some physial motivation for the model we are studying here might be given. In the
ontat proess, the additional term might be understood as an enhanement of the possibility of a sik individual
to reover proportional to the number of its rst neighbor whih are healthy. However, our motivation to study the
∗
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2model is entered on its simpliity and the universality lass rossover present in its phase diagram.
In setion II we dene the model and explain how superritial series expansions may be obtained for it. The
oeients of the two-variable series for the survival probability up to order 25 are given. Setion III ontains the
desription and the results of the Padé and PDA estimates for the model, with emphasis on the multiritial behavior
in the voter model limit. Final disussions and the onlusion may be found in setion IV.
II. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL AND CALCULATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE
SUPERCRITICAL SERIES FOR THE SURVIVAL PROBABILITY
The model is dened on a one-dimensional lattie with N sites and periodi boundary onditions. Eah site is
oupied either by a partile A or a partile B, no holes are allowed. The mirosopi state of the model may thus be
desribed by the set of binary variables η = (η1, η2, . . . , ηN ), where ηi = 0 or 1 if site i is oupied by partiles B or
A, respetively.
The model evolves in time aording to the following Markovian rules:
1. A site i of the lattie is hosen at random.
2. If the site is oupied by a partile B, it beomes oupied by a partile A with a transition rate equal to panA/2,
where nA is the number of A partiles in the sites whih are rst neighbors to site i.
3. If site i is oupied by a partile A, it may beome oupied by a partile B through two proesses:
• Spontaneously, with a transition rate pc.
• Through an autoatalyti reation, with a rate pbnB/2, where nB is the number of B partiles in the sites
whih are rst neighbors to site i.
We dene the time in suh a way the the non-negative parameters pa, pb, and pc obey the normalization pa+pb+pc =
1. We may then disuss the behavior of the model in the (pa, pc) plane without loss of generality.
The probability P (η, t) to nd the system in state η at time t obeys the master equation
∂P (η, t)
∂t
=
N∑
i=1
[wi(η
i)P (ηi, t)− wi(η)P (η, t)] (1)
where ηi orresponds to the following onguration
ηi ≡ (η1, ..., 1− ηi, ..., ηN ) (2)
and wi(η) is the transition rate of the model, given by
wi(η) =
µ
2
(1− γηi)
∑
δ
ηi+δ + ηi, (3)
where µ = pa/(1− pa), γ = (1− pc)/pa, and the sum is over rst neighbors of site i.
It may be useful to remark that this model may be mapped to a spin system if we desribe sites oupied by A and
B partiles by an Ising spin variables σi = 1 and σi = −1, respetively. In these variables, the transition rate will be
given by
wi(σ) =
α
2
[
1 + βσi −
1
2
(ǫσi + ξ)
∑
δ
σi+δ
]
, (4)
where α = (pa+pb+2pc)/2, β = (pa−pb− 2pc)/(pa+pb+2pc), ǫ = (pa+pb)/(pa+pb+2pc), and ξ = (pa−pb)/(pa+
pb + 2pc).
In two partiular ases, this model orresponds to well known models. If we make pb = 0 or γ = 1 ontat proess
is reovered [2℄:
w
(CP )
i (η) =
µ
2
(1− ηi)
∑
δ
ηi+δ + ηi. (5)
3If now we take pa = pb and pc = 0 in the spin formulation of the model, the zero temperature linear Glauber model
[10℄, also known as the voter model, is reovered [11℄:
w
(LGM)
i (σ) =
α
2
[
1−
1
2
σi
∑
δ
σi+δ
]
. (6)
This model has been studied using mean-eld approximations [18℄, as well as simulations [13, 18℄. For pc >
0, the stationary state at low values of pA orresponds to the absorbing state, where the density of A partiles
ρA =< NA > /N vanishes. As pa is inreased, a ontinuous phase transition ours and an ative stationary
state (ρA > 0) is stable at high values of pa. Thus a ritial line is present in the phase diagram starting at
(pa = 0.767325(6), pc = 1− pa = 0.232674(4)) [19℄ (ontat proess), and ending at (pa = 1/2, pc = 0) (linear Glauber
model), where the transition is disontinuous and between two absorbing states (ρA = 1 and ρB = 1). In gure 1
results from mean-eld alulations and simulations for the phase diagram are shown [18℄. While it is expeted that
the ritial exponents at the whole ritial line are the ones of the direted perolation (DP) universality lass, a
rossover to the ompat direted perolation (CDP) universality lass exponents happens as pc vanishes [8℄. Thus,
we may reognize the point (pa = 1/2, pc = 0) of the phase diagram as a multiritial point. Using superritial series
expansions, for the survival probability, we will study the multiritial singularity in the neighborhood of this point.
Now let us develop a two-variable superritial series expansion for the model. We follow losely the operator
formalism presented in the paper by Jensen and Dikman on series for the CP proess and related models [19℄. We
may then represent the mirosopi ongurations of the lattie by the diret produt of kets
|η〉 =
⊗
i
|ηi〉, (7)
whih are dened to be orthonormal
〈η|η′〉 =
∏
i
δηi,ηi′. (8)
Now we may dene A partiles reation and annihilation operators for the site i:
A†i |ηi〉 = (1 − ηi)|ηi + 1〉,
Ai|ηi〉 = ηi|ηi − 1〉. (9)
In this formalism, the state of the system at time t is
|ψ(t)〉 =
∑
{η}
p(η, t)|η〉. (10)
If we dene the projetion onto all possible states as
〈 | ≡
∑
{η}
〈η|, (11)
the normalization of the state of the system may be expressed as 〈 |ψ〉 = 1. In this notation, the master equation for
the evolution of the state of the system (Eq. 1) is
d|ψ(t)〉
dt
= S|ψ(t)〉. (12)
The evolution operator S may be expressed in terms of the reation and annihilation operators as S = λS0+V where
S0 =
∑
i
[α(2− A†i−1Ai−1 +A
†
i+1Ai+1) + 1](Ai −A
†
iAi), (13)
V =
∑
i
(A†i +A
†
iAi − 1)(A
†
i−1Ai−1 +A
†
i+1Ai+1), (14)
and the new parameters
λ ≡
2pc
pa
4and
α ≡
pb
2pc
were introdued.
We notie that the operator S0 only annihilates A partiles (transitions A→ B), while the operator V ats in the
opposite way, generating transitions B → A. Thus, for small values of the parameter λ the reation of A partiles is
favored, and the deomposition above is onvenient for a superritial perturbation expansion. Let us show expliitly
the eet of eah operator on a onguration (C).
S0(C) = α
∑
i
(C′i) + 2α
∑
j
(C′j) +
∑
k
(C′k)− [α(r1 + 2r2) + r](C), (15)
where the rst sum is over the r1 sites with A partiles and one B neighbor, the seond sum is over the r2 sites
with A partiles and two B neighbors and the third sum is over all r sites with A partiles of the onguration (C).
Conguration (C′i) is obtained replaing the A partile at site i by a B partile. The ation of operator V is
V (C) =
∑
i
(C′′i ) + 2
∑
j
(C′′j )− (q1 + 2q2)(C), (16)
where the rst sum is over the q1 sites with B partiles and one A neighbor, the seond sum is over the q2 sites with
B partiles and two A neighbors. Conguration (C′′i ) is obtained replaing the B partile at site i in onguration (C)
by a A partile.
To obtain a superritial expansion for the ultimate survival probability of A partiles, we start by remembering
that in order to aess the long-time behavior of a quantity, it is useful to onsider its Laplae transform. For instane,
the Laplae transform of the state of the system is
|ψ˜(s)〉 =
∫ ∞
0
e−st|ψ(t)〉, (17)
and inserting the formal solution |ψ(t)〉 = eSt|ψ(0)〉 of the master equation 12, we nd
|ψ˜(s)〉 = (s− S)−1|ψ(0)〉. (18)
The stationary state |ψ(∞)〉 ≡ limt→∞ |ψ(t)〉 may then be found notiing that
|ψ(∞)〉 = lim
s→0
s|ψ˜(s)〉, (19)
whih may be obtained integrating 17 by parts. A perturbative expansion may be obtained assuming that |ψ˜(s)〉 may
be expanded in powers of λ and using 18,
|ψ˜(s)〉 = |ψ˜0〉+ λ|ψ˜1〉+ λ
2|ψ˜2〉+ · · · =
1
s− V − λS0
|ψ(0)〉. (20)
Sine
1
s− V − λS0
=
1
s− V
[
1 + λ
1
s− V
S0 + λ
2 1
(s− V )2
S20 + · · ·
]
, (21)
we arrive at
|ψ˜0〉 =
1
s− V
|ψ(0)〉
|ψ˜1〉 =
1
s− V
S0|ψ˜0〉 (22)
|ψ˜2〉 =
1
s− V
S0|ψ˜1〉
.
.
. (23)
5The ation of the operator (s− V )−1 on an arbitrary onguration (C) may be found noting that
(s− V )−1(C) = s−1(C) +
V
s(s− V )
(C), (24)
and using the expression 16 for the ation of the operator V , we get
(s− V )−1(C) = sq
(C) + (s− V )−1
∑
i
(C′′i ) + 2
∑
j
(C′′j )

 , (25)
where the rst sum is over the q1 sites with B partiles and one A neighbor, the seond sum is over the q2 sites with
B partiles and two A neighbors, and we dene sq ≡ 1/(s+ q), where q = q1 + 2q2.
It is onvenient to adopt as the initial onguration a translational invariant one with a single A partile (periodi
boundary onditions are adopted). Now we may notie in the reursive expression 25 that the operator (s − V )−1
ating on any onguration generates an innite set of ongurations, and thus we are unable to alulate |ψ˜〉 in a
losed form. We may, however, alulate the extintion probability p˜(s), whih orresponds to the oeient of the
vauum state |0〉. As happens also for the models related to the CP studied in [19℄ ongurations with more than j
partiles only ontribute at orders higher than j, and sine we are interested in the ultimate survival probability for
A partiles P∞ = 1− lims→0 sp˜(s), sq may be replaed by 1/q in Eq. 25. To illustrate the proedure, we will perform
the expliit alulation of the series for lims→0 sp˜(s) up to third order in λ. We furthermore represent a onguration
denoting by • a site oupied by an A partile and by ◦ a site oupied by a B partile. Thus (• ◦ •) denotes the
translationally invariant onguration
∑
iA
†
iA
†
i+2|0〉. The B partiles situated to the left of the leftmore A partile in
a onguration and the ones situated to the right of the rightmost A partile are omitted in the representation of this
onguration. The vauum state will be represented by (0). As stated above, at t = 0 the system will be supposed to
be in the onguration |ψ(0)〉 =
∑
iA
†
i |0〉 = (•). Keeping ongurations with up to three partiles, and omitting the
global fator 1/s, the rst of the reursion relations Eqs. 22 leads to
|ψ˜0〉 =
1
2
[(•) + (••) + (• • •) + · · · ]. (26)
The next step is the alulation of |φ˜0〉 = S0|ψ˜0〉. Now we need to keep only ongurations with up to two partile.
The result is
|φ˜0〉 =
1
2
[(2α+ 1)(0) + (•) + • ◦ •) + · · · ]. (27)
Now we obtain |ψ˜1〉 = (s− V )
−1|φ˜0〉 for s = 0, resulting in
|ψ˜1〉 =
1
2
(2α+ 1)(0) +
1
4
(•) +
1
4
(••) +
1
8
(• ◦ •) + · · · . (28)
From this point on we will only show the results of eah step, up to the relevant numbers of A partiles:
|φ˜1〉 =
1
4
(2α+ 1)(0) +
1
4
(2α+ 2)(•) + · · · ,
|ψ˜2〉 =
1
4
(2α+ 1)(0) +
1
8
(2α+ 2)(•) + · · · ,
|φ˜2〉 =
1
8
(2α+ 2)(2α+ 1)(0) + · · · ,
|ψ˜3〉 =
1
8
(2α+ 2)(2α+ 1)(0) + · · · .
The rst oeients of the ultimate survival probability will then be given by
P∞ = 1−
1
2
(2α+ 1)λ+−
1
4
(2α+ 1)λ2 +
1
8
(2α+ 2)(2α+ 1)λ3 + · · · (29)
The algebrai operations above may be easily performed in a omputer using a proper algorithm. The ongurations
are expressed as binary numbers and the oeients as double preision variables. Although we have tried to do the
alulation representing the oeients as rational numbers, thus avoiding any roundo errors sine all alulations
6were done with integers, we found that the denominators inrease very rapidly with the order of the alulations, and
thus we were unable to perform the alulations this way up to a reasonable order. With rather modest omputational
resoures (Athlon MP2200, double proessor, 1Gb memory) it is not diult to alulate the oeients up to order
25. The required proessing time amounts to about 6 hours, the limiting fator is atually the memory required for
the alulation. The maximum number of terms (polynomials in α) amounts to more than 44× 106. We dene the
oeients bi,j as:
P∞ = 1−
1
2
(2α+ 1)λ−
25∑
i=2
i−1∑
j=0
bi,jλ
iαj , (30)
and they are listed in Table I. Up to order 24, our results are numerially oinident with the superritial series
expansion for the ultimate survival probability of the ontat proess [19℄, in the partiular ase α = 0 (we remark
that the variable λ in the superritial expansion for the ultimate survival probability in referene [19℄ is half the
variable λ we use here).
III. ANALYSIS OF THE SERIES
Let us onsider initially the one variable series for xed values of α
P∞ =
25∑
i=0
ai(α)λ
i. (31)
As a preliminary test, we may apply the ratio method [20℄ to these series. The results for ri = ai/ai−1 as funtions
of 1/i are depited in Figure 2. In the ase α = 0 (irles), the asymptoti linear behavior ri ≈ 1, 6489(1− 0.7231/i),
obtained from preise estimates for λc and the exponent β for the ontat proess [19℄. In the gure it is apparent
that the ratios approah the asymptoti limit as i is inreased, as a matter of fat this approah is lose to linear
in 1/i. Thus, we may infer that for this model the singularity whih is loser to the origin is atually the physial
singularity. As the value of α is inreased, one may notie that the asymptoti linear behavior in 1/i for the ratios
ours only for higher values of i, and thus it will be inreasingly diult to obtain preise estimates for higher values
of α.
Even in ases where the singularity of physial interest is the one losest to the origin, the d-log Padé approximants
usually lead to better estimates than the ratio method [20℄. The approximants are dened as ratios of two polynomials
PL(λ) and QM (λ):
FLM (λ) =
PL(λ)
QM (λ)
=
∑L
i=0 piλ
i
1 +
∑M
j=1 qjλ
j
. (32)
The series for
d
dλ
lnP∞(λ) for xed values of α are substituted in the dening equation 32 and the oeients of
the polynomials are hosen suh that the identity is true up to the order of the available series expansion. Thus
approximants with L+M ≤ 24 may be built with the available series. Usually diagonal (L = M) or lose to diagonal
approximants furnish better results, so we restrited our alulations to these ases. The estimate for the ritial
value of λ is found among the poles of the approximant, the estimate for the ritial exponent β will be the residue
at this pole.
We thus built approximants with α ranging between 0 and 40, estimating the ritial value of the parameter λ
as well as the ritial exponent β. Although for small values of α the results are very good, with estimates of β
omparable to the best ones in the literature for the ontat proess, as the value of pc is dereased we notie a
growing dispersion of the estimates for the exponent and for pc < 0.01 most of the approximants lead even to ill
onditioned systems of linear equations for the oeients, and therefore we were not able to obtain estimates in this
region. We made additional one-variable investigations, suh as obtaining approximants for (λc − λ)
d
dλ
Ps(λ) = β for
several values of λc and searhing for the interept of the urves β(λc) [19℄ and non-homogeneous Padé approximants
[20, 21℄, and although some improvements of the estimates may be obtained in ertain ases, the situation does not
hange qualitatively. In gure 3 the Padé estimates for the ritial line are displayed.
Atually, the inreasing dispersion of the estimates as the parameter pc approahes zero is not a surprise, sine as was
mentioned above in this limit the model orresponds to the voter model whih is in the ompat direted perolation
(CDP) universality lass, whose exponents are dierent from the ones of the ontat proess, whih belongs to the
direted perolation (DP) universality lass. For the voter model, the exponent β of the order parameter is equal to
7zero (a disontinuity in the order parameter ours at the transition) [8℄, but the exponent for the survival probability
β′ is distint from β and equal to 1 [22℄. Therefore a rossover to from the DP to the CDP universality lass ours
as pc → 0, and it is known that in suh situations the redution of two-variable series to one variable leads to very
poor estimates [23℄. So we analyzed the series without reduing the problem to one variable, and to our knowledge
the best results for two-variable series applied to multiritial phenomena in the literature were obtained using the
partial dierential approximants (PDA's) [23℄. They may be regarded as a generalization to two variables of the d-log
Padé approximants. The dening equation of the approximants is
PL(x, y)F (x, y) = QM(x, y)
∂F (x, y)
∂x
+RN(x, y)
∂F (x, y)
∂y
, (33)
where P , Q, and R are polynomials in the variables x and y with the set of nonzero oeients L, M, and N,
respetively. The oeients of the polynomials are obtained through substitution of the series expansion for the
quantity whih is going to be analyzed
f(x, y) =
∑
k,k′=0
f(k, k′)xkyk
′
(34)
into the dening equation 33 and requiring the equality to hold for a set of indexes dened as K. Again this proedure
leads to a system of linear equations for the oeients of the polynomials, and sine the oeients fk,k′ of the series
are known for a nite set of indexes this sets an upper limit to the number of oeients in the polynomials. Sine the
number of equations has to math the number of unknown oeients, we must have that the numbers of elements
in eah set satisfy K = L+M +N − 1 (one oeient is xed arbitrarily). An additional issue, whih is not present
in the one-variable ase, is the symmetry of the polynomials. Two frequently used options are the triangular and the
retangular arrays of oeients. The hoie of these symmetries is related to the symmetry of the series itself [24℄.
Below we disuss the solution we adopted in the present ase for this point.
Let us suppose that quantity represented by the series is expeted to have a multiritial behavior at a point (xc, yc),
desribed by
f(x, y) ≈ |∆x˜|−γZ
(
|∆y˜|
|∆x˜|φ
)
, (35)
where
∆x˜ = (x− xc)− (y − yc)/e2, (36)
and
∆y˜ = (y − yc)− e1(x− xc). (37)
Here γ is the ritial exponent of the quantity desribed by f when ∆y˜ = 0, e1 and e2 are the saling slopes [23℄ and
φ is the rossover exponent. The funtion Z(z) is singular for one or more values of its argument, orresponding to
the ritial line(s) inident on the multiritial point. One the oeients of the dening polynomials are obtained,
the estimated loation of the multiritial point orresponds to the ommon zero of the polynomials QM and RN .
This may be seen substituting the saling form 35 in the dening equation 33 of the approximant. The exponents
and saling slopes may also be obtained diretly from the polynomials, without integrating the partial dierential
equation. A detailed disussion of the algorithm, as well as omputer odes, may be found in [24℄.
Before proeeding with the analysis of the series, it is onvenient to perform a hange of variables, sine the
multiritial point in the original variables is loated at α→∞. We thus express the series in the variables
x = λ =
2pc
pa
y = αλ =
1− pa − pc
pa
.
In these new variables the multiritial point is loated at x = 0, y = 1, and the survival probability may be written
as
P∞ = 1−
1
2
x− y − xF (x, y), (38)
8where
F (x, y) =
24∑
i=1
i∑
j=0
bi+1,jx
i−jyj (39)
is represented by a series with triangular symmetry, whih is very onvenient to be analyzed using PDA's. The
number of approximants whih may be obtained from the series is very big, so we restrited ourselves to approximants
with the number of elements in M lose to the number of elements in N. The polynomials had the same triangular
symmetry as the series, but in most ases some higher order elements of the polynomials were set equal to zero in
order to math the number of unknowns to the number of equations in the set of linear equations for the oeients.
This is a rather standard proedure and is disussed in detail by Styer [24℄. Even at rather low orders, we found a
reasonable agreement between most of the estimates from dierent approximants. Finally, we onsidered a set of 42
approximants whih use the elements of the series for F (x, y) with highest orders i between 15 and 24. Disarding
some approximants whih generated estimates whih were rather far away of the general trend, nally we used a set
of 36 approximants to obtain the estimates.
In gure 4 the estimates for the loation of the multiritial point are displayed. We notie that the estimates are
very lose to the exatly known values x = 0 and y = 1. The estimated values for xc and yc are (0.4± 1.8)× 10
−6
and
y = 1.0000±0.0003. The exponent −γ in the multiritial saling form 35 orresponds to the exponent β′ of the CDP
universality lass. The estimated value is equal to 1.00 ± 0.01, whih agrees very well with the exat value β′ = 1
[8℄. Finally, the rossover exponent was estimated as φ = 2.01± 0.03, and thus the mean eld value for this exponent
(φ = 2 [18℄) is within the ondene interval of our estimate. The estimates for β′ and φ are shown in gure 5. We
also obtained biased PDA's, xing the other parameters at their known values and alulating improved estimates
for φ. This proedure resulted in the estimate φ = 2.00 ± 0.02. We thus onlude that our estimates for φ are very
lose to the lassial value of the rossover exponent. The estimates for the slopes of the saling axes show a rather
broad distribution, a signiant majority of the approximants provide quite large values for e1, while e2 is typially
muh smaller. This suggests that ∆y˜ = x and it is reasonable to hoose ∆x˜ = 1− y, sine it orresponds to the weak
diretion, parallel to the ritial line at the multiritial point. In the limit of the voter model (x = 0) we notie that
the series 38 redues to the exat result P∞ = 1− y.
One way to atually estimate values of the quantity whih is desribed by a PDA is to integrate the equation using
the method of harateristis. A timelike variable τ is dened and a family of urves (x(τ), y(τ)) (the harateristis)
is onsidered. These urves are dened by the equations
dx
dτ
= QM (x(τ), y(τ)),
dy
dτ
= RN (x(τ), y(τ)). (40)
Along suh a urve, the dening equation of the PDA 33 leads to an ordinary dierential equation for F .
dF
dτ
= PL(x(τ), y(τ))F, (41)
whih may readily be integrated, providing the value of F at the points of the harateristis, one we know this value
at a initial point. Our eorts to obtain estimates for the survival probability, partiularly lose to the multiritial
point, using this proedure were not very suessful. Nevertheless, it is worth to mention that an estimate for the
ritial line may be obtained this way. The ritial line, whih onnets the point whih orresponds to the CP to the
multiritial point of the voter model transition is a line of singularities, and it is not diult to show that suh a line
is one of the harateristis dened by equations 40. Therefore, the harateristi whose initial point is loated on
the transition point of the CP, whih is known with great auray, is an estimate for the ritial line. We therefore
hose a partiular approximant with estimates lose to the mean values. The number of elements in the sets for this
approximant are K = 300, L = 171, and M = N = 65. In gure 3 this harateristi urve is shown, and a nie
agreement with other estimates of the ritial line may be observed.
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We may notie that the oeients b(i, i − 1), for i = 1, 2, . . . are equal to 1/2, a result whih is indiated by the
oeients below but may be shown to be true in general using the operator formalism above. Therefore, we may
9sum these set of terms in the series, obtaining
P∞ = (1− y)
[
1−
1
2
x
(1− y)2
− . . .
]
. (42)
Now if we ompare this expression with the multiritial saling form 35, we may reognize between braes the two
rst terms of a Taylor expansion of the multiritial saling funtion Z(z), where the variable z is identied as x(1−y)2 .
This agrees with the estimates obtained from the PDA's. Moreover, remembering that for y = 0 the series represents
the CP, the funtion Z(z) may be reognized as the survival probability of the CP, whih was studied in great detail
[19℄ and found to have a singularity at z0 = 0.6064 with the exponent β
′ = β = 0.276486. As expeted, the ritial line
is haraterized by the same exponent of the CP, that is, is in the DP universality lass. The ritial line orresponds
to z = z0, that is
x = z0(1 − y)
2, (43)
and this urve is shown in gure 3. It is interesting to notie that the agreement of this estimate of the ritial line
with the other two, obtained from Padé and partial dierential approximants, is quite good even far away from the
multiritial point. The multiritial saling form with the identiation of the saling variable z above is exat in
the limit pc = 0 (biased voter model) and reprodues the superritial series expansion for the CP, when y = 0. It
does, however, not reprodue the two-variable superritial series expansion for the full model we onsidered here
away from these limiting ases.
The Domany Kinzel probabilisti ellular automaton [12℄ in part of its two-dimensional phase diagram orresponds
to a synhronous update version of the ontat proess, and as stated above has the synhronous update voter model
as a endpoint of the ritial line. It is believed, although to our knowledge not proven, that if in a partiular model the
update proedure is hanged from synhronous to asynhronous, the ritial exponents do not hange.Some bounds
for the ritial line are presented in [15℄. Although an upper bound for this line due to Liggett [25℄ is quadrati lose
to the CDP endpoint, the lower bounds are linear, and thus the asymptoti behavior of the ritial line is not xed
by those bounds. The ritial line is studied in more detail by simulations and series expansions in [16℄, and based on
this results the authors onjetured a quadrati asymptoti behavior of the ritial line, onsistent with φ = 2.Finally,
a more detailed series analysis is done in [17℄, but sine one-variable Padé approximants were used, the results are not
preise in the region lose to the CDP point. Thus, there are indiations that the rossover exponent has the same
value in both models, and if these indiations are orret, the invariane of this multiritial exponent with respet
to the update proedure is veried in this partiular ase.
In onlusion, the analysis of the series for the ultimate survival probability using PDA's lead to quite preise
estimates for the multiritial exponents, and these estimates, together with the possibility to sum the terms of the
two-variable series whih are linear in x allowed us to onjeture the exat form of the multiritial saling expression.
The multiritial saling funtion Z(z) is known as a series expansion up to order 25.
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i j bi,j
1 1 0.10000000000000000000D+01
1 0 0.50000000000000000000D+00
2 1 0.50000000000000000000D+00
2 0 0.25000000000000000000D+00
3 2 0.50000000000000000000D+00
3 1 0.75000000000000000000D+00
3 0 0.25000000000000000000D+00
4 3 0.50000000000000000000D+00
4 2 0.15000000000000000000D+01
4 1 0.11875000000000000000D+01
4 0 0.28125000000000000000D+00
5 4 0.50000000000000000000D+00
5 3 0.25000000000000000000D+01
5 2 0.35234375000000000000D+01
5 1 0.18867187500000000000D+01
5 0 0.34375000000000000000D+00
6 5 0.50000000000000000000D+00
6 4 0.37500000000000000000D+01
6 3 0.81665039062499928945D+01
6 2 0.73991699218749946709D+01
6 1 0.29899902343749985789D+01
6 0 0.44726562499999982236D+00
7 6 0.50000000000000000000D+00
7 5 0.52499999999999982236D+01
7 4 0.16280639648437500000D+02
7 3 0.21964294433593751776D+02
7 2 0.14622192382812501776D+02
7 1 0.47470703125000008881D+01
7 0 0.60223388671874964472D+00
8 7 0.50000000000000000000D+00
8 6 0.69999999999999982236D+01
8 5 0.29241512298583977269D+02
8 4 0.54546823501586914062D+02
8 3 0.52912919998168961299D+02
8 2 0.27873636245727544391D+02
8 1 0.75799846649169939638D+01
8 0 0.83485031127929723027D+00
9 8 0.50000000000000000000D+00
9 7 0.90000000000000017763D+01
9 6 0.48670531988143883594D+02
9 5 0.11948751342296599631D+03
9 4 0.15729669463192959000D+03
9 3 0.11890031438403647712D+03
9 2 0.51820946525644346891D+02
9 1 0.12126680864228140954D+02
9 0 0.11814667913648822050D+01
10 9 0.50000000000000000000D+00
10 8 0.11249999999999982236D+02
10 7 0.76407402418553784784D+02
10 6 0.23825064151361545761D+03
10 5 0.40643453331768384373D+03
10 4 0.41173626079900831342D+03
10 3 0.25488795003760951196D+03
10 2 0.94770005067848632762D+02
10 1 0.19463028091937289332D+02
10 0 0.16988672076919923981D+01
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11 10 0.50000000000000000000D+00
11 9 0.13750000000000004440D+02
11 8 0.11453289534710346941D+03
11 7 0.44150459107663433400D+03
11 6 0.94395713065082347270D+03
11 5 0.12251638531684152511D+04
11 4 0.10067004627495166335D+04
11 3 0.52744546391776081506D+03
11 2 0.17102490738153186100D+03
11 1 0.31313301122887615690D+02
11 0 0.24775957118665874467D+01
12 11 0.50000000000000000000D+00
12 10 0.16500000000000039079D+02
12 9 0.16534952380310286024D+03
12 8 0.77136775289458459070D+03
12 7 0.20158736418235778664D+04
12 6 0.32476491678046719435D+04
12 5 0.33907974883298468427D+04
12 4 0.23413097838386356386D+04
12 3 0.10630662385637921207D+04
12 2 0.30555868520944353683D+03
12 1 0.50452588505226367843D+02
12 0 0.36488812342264482779D+01
13 12 0.50000000000000000000D+00
13 11 0.19499999999999982236D+02
13 10 0.23139824792517162954D+03
13 9 0.12840079302994218402D+04
13 8 0.40209683861219263079D+04
13 7 0.78496665288886928735D+04
13 6 0.10096110998534653102D+05
13 5 0.88003157466952828258D+04
13 4 0.52368347467192908339D+04
13 3 0.20980007339714172864D+04
13 2 0.54172526170510240106D+03
13 1 0.81489527352144666139D+02
13 0 0.54293656084851633636D+01
14 13 0.49999986588954925537D+00
14 12 0.22749997384846243342D+00
14 11 0.31544379761375296311D+03
14 10 0.20523899291719041038D+04
14 9 0.75794568674053097723D+04
14 8 0.17597122905598574504D+05
14 7 0.27244155488205645809D+05
14 6 0.29082737294330742727D+05
14 5 0.21732772717178829857D+05
14 4 0.11357034171626549934D+05
14 3 0.40697753516544512564D+04
14 2 0.95363664836240946698D+03
14 1 0.13169793741584487900D+03
14 0 0.81325422193071297272D+01
13
15 14 0.50000000000000000000D+00
15 13 0.26249998256564137655D+02
15 12 0.42048775894871077696D+03
15 11 0.31693914938186833474D+04
15 10 0.13620079986016961903D+05
15 9 0.37037632746719575393D+05
15 8 0.67783286393305548500D+05
15 7 0.86632679492839894663D+05
15 6 0.78910368357158162666D+05
15 5 0.51571902934753062197D+05
15 4 0.24020987390678723016D+05
15 3 0.77874939092949517771D+04
15 2 0.16707029021016392533D+04
15 1 0.21330513440327356633D+03
15 0 0.12275012836144905126D+02
16 15 0.50000000000000000000D+00
16 14 0.29999999329447643248D+02
16 13 0.54975682655068318638D+03
16 12 0.47510546519798584341D+04
16 11 0.23493882045888385690D+05
16 10 0.73897182789227748855D+05
16 9 0.15755031904987298219D+06
16 8 0.23687090513090347521D+06
16 7 0.25718644037330271601D+06
16 6 0.20406058122209760341D+06
16 5 0.11843376024372214061D+06
16 4 0.49739262723985895320D+05
16 3 0.14718788444797093362D+05
16 2 0.29113789219292591781D+04
16 1 0.34558659823607458250D+03
16 0 0.18620961415130533822D+02
17 16 0.50000000000000000000D+00
17 15 0.33999999329447789797D+02
17 14 0.70671335354464535072D+03
17 13 0.69402158602317101099D+04
17 12 0.39112396145099372901D+05
17 11 0.14079076808597497105D+06
17 10 0.34548310262719810204D+06
17 9 0.60241714803092252239D+06
17 8 0.76636402935447742734D+06
17 7 0.72224826262886052674D+06
17 6 0.50729839736110484693D+06
17 5 0.26473279696452087783D+06
17 4 0.10122975226631107936D+06
17 3 0.27555943803143052583D+05
17 2 0.50567133817482794455D+04
17 1 0.56084260997641584012D+03
17 0 0.28405733950687368505D+02
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18 17 0.50000000000000000000D+00
18 16 0.38249999329447760487D+02
18 15 0.89504578674400576687D+03
18 14 0.99102626626136949283D+04
18 13 0.63122994123535232091D+05
18 12 0.25768737165396164989D+06
18 11 0.72043302015833452500D+06
18 10 0.14399790608479312581D+07
18 9 0.21166673049189457245D+07
18 8 0.23292641415436174945D+07
18 7 0.19371723268429082764D+07
18 6 0.12198708033512473125D+07
18 5 0.57806709777733367161D+06
18 4 0.20284284513882400169D+06
18 3 0.51115204972041548003D+05
18 2 0.87477997069442139377D+04
18 1 0.91057218719788650673D+03
18 0 0.43520782874229171355D+02
19 18 0.49999999999999911182D+00
19 17 0.42749999329447687657D+02
19 16 0.11186774875974003773D+04
19 15 0.13869278218084735243D+05
19 14 0.99114912109387987015D+05
19 13 0.45525829782828974856D+06
19 12 0.14375483791065075678D+07
19 11 0.32614349098596422393D+07
19 10 0.54767322733604206774D+07
19 9 0.69423928844342714938D+07
19 8 0.67230154917519895363D+07
19 7 0.50002124204980198385D+07
19 6 0.28527370161475179344D+07
19 5 0.12379379646484691690D+07
19 4 0.40134571279240418562D+06
19 3 0.94145168822797273833D+05
19 2 0.15093606456186623887D+05
19 1 0.14798263077956907984D+04
19 0 0.66930218067927942371D+02
20 19 0.50000000000000000000D+00
20 18 0.47499999329447701867D+02
20 17 0.13817585309510260671D+04
20 16 0.19064302620655780629D+05
20 15 0.15187519641466302289D+06
20 14 0.77950921221482092349D+06
20 13 0.27591465361185987248D+07
20 12 0.70457626117426288558D+07
20 11 0.13386942665323722234D+08
20 10 0.19328829379718762027D+08
20 9 0.21502873943167273296D+08
20 8 0.18574978781954090578D+08
20 7 0.12487211289613961984D+08
20 6 0.65099543472194438820D+07
20 5 0.26049731385271019945D+07
20 4 0.78478644916613982118D+06
20 3 0.17219353528307646428D+06
20 2 0.25969733685492251140D+05
20 1 0.24071073326750083154D+04
20 0 0.10337399908888862398D+03
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21 20 0.49999999999999955591D+00
21 19 0.52499999329447701867D+02
21 18 0.16886733349218010502D+04
21 17 0.25785991340403939808D+05
21 16 0.22768166104993685650D+06
21 15 0.12978288769859755902D+07
21 14 0.51154797613905129693D+07
21 13 0.14596468511940512868D+08
21 12 0.31124330624461475913D+08
21 11 0.50710951504426553526D+08
21 10 0.64100799162967723177D+08
21 9 0.63467922470529245515D+08
21 8 0.49453964458225394551D+08
21 7 0.30321310892616786247D+08
21 6 0.14550387399195248150D+08
21 5 0.54012506504483805969D+07
21 4 0.15195548211633345125D+07
21 3 0.31313135707735888502D+06
21 2 0.44571407092920996007D+05
21 1 0.39157750249797601327D+04
21 0 0.15998830271630990473D+03
22 21 0.50000000000000088817D+00
22 20 0.57749999329447438967D+02
22 19 0.20440335494663091076D+04
22 18 0.34373382551268485407D+05
22 17 0.33466104195644446051D+06
22 16 0.21070967788898307126D+07
22 15 0.91945254038400960894D+07
22 14 0.29128975460417066756D+08
22 13 0.69213935104954478205D+08
22 12 0.12623609387336516274D+09
22 11 0.17963375603295976823D+09
22 10 0.20164422581600076611D+09
22 9 0.17971976143434213568D+09
22 8 0.12747436997852454876D+09
22 7 0.71815965145384188517D+08
22 6 0.31918963164481914951D+08
22 5 0.11049035068083481458D+08
22 4 0.29157961094487756525D+07
22 3 0.56650954312689849601D+06
22 2 0.76372602458216514165D+05
22 1 0.63802269924577696968D+04
22 0 0.24876519640924477094D+03
16
23 22 0.50000015522128578027D+00
23 21 0.63250003986086227314D+02
23 20 0.24526847667386335594D+04
23 19 0.45219068649736344767D+05
23 18 0.48319032233047343183D+06
23 17 0.33439431430492136954D+07
23 16 0.16069927289546637183D+08
23 15 0.56208076057486060506D+08
23 14 0.14791153728125157051D+09
23 13 0.29990967758279261090D+09
23 12 0.47669571268868358160D+09
23 11 0.60118669013109657939D+09
23 10 0.60634053785517059154D+09
23 9 0.49107989528314268667D+09
23 8 0.31953776898326688993D+09
23 7 0.16647521279074794620D+09
23 6 0.68894669993720274447D+08
23 5 0.22337519908203442575D+08
23 4 0.55496488699702037905D+07
23 3 0.10196528668928661609D+07
23 2 0.13050250676997474652D+06
23 1 0.10386065610378922841D+05
23 0 0.38696067609363534955D+03
24 23 0.49999999999999706901D+00
24 22 0.69000000457884933524D+02
24 21 0.29197000139992891121D+04
24 20 0.58774468615505739421D+05
24 19 0.68638127471201864082D+06
24 18 0.51981592602471167197D+07
24 17 0.27383018956536124832D+08
24 16 0.10521292804690998146D+09
24 15 0.30494730611982263646D+09
24 14 0.68324606257180731105D+09
24 13 0.12048047382312678799D+10
24 12 0.16938688975594596186D+10
24 11 0.19158522496513690214D+10
24 10 0.17528882189096098187D+10
24 9 0.13003099701647686803D+10
24 8 0.78129739240902704722D+09
24 7 0.37851359502279247060D+09
24 6 0.14654979817717892487D+09
24 5 0.44688725216130675832D+08
24 4 0.10490868838890698988D+08
24 3 0.18288174674782467832D+07
24 2 0.22289668577994086184D+06
24 1 0.16948463518651144532D+05
24 0 0.60509199550607846163D+03
17
25 24 0.50000051317104317050D+00
25 23 0.75000019616897146690D+02
25 22 0.34503863852011384949D+04
25 21 0.75555516468201169288D+05
25 20 0.96061396122189321999D+06
25 19 0.79292390146647733217D+07
25 18 0.45593449242937929000D+08
25 17 0.19157385641492643557D+09
25 16 0.60860240979789494986D+09
25 15 0.14987944522389162749D+10
25 14 0.29148047590757961700D+10
25 13 0.45381694251898121450D+10
25 12 0.57125179306761664221D+10
25 11 0.58520654724976619576D+10
25 10 0.48967910880832077324D+10
25 9 0.33495648941633358042D+10
25 8 0.18689764057712466183D+10
25 7 0.84597759965914463009D+09
25 6 0.30764609873623349756D+09
25 5 0.88524517163033653588D+08
25 4 0.19689926825686265843D+08
25 3 0.32638605561858318182D+07
25 2 0.37947216762104512000D+06
25 1 0.27603268426234146559D+05
25 0 0.94519638900755200694D+03
Table I: Coeients bi,j of the superritial series expansion for the ultimate survival probability of A partiles.
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Figure 1: Phase diagram of the model obtained from mean-eld approximations and simulations. The physial region is
pa + pc ≤ 1 and the line pa + pc = 1 orresponds to the ontat proess. In the region labeled RI the absorbing phase (all
partiles of type B) is stable, while in the region RII an ative phase is stable, with a nonzero density of partiles A.
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Figure 2: Ratio of suessive oeients of the series expansion in λ for xed values of α. The results shown are for α = 0
(irles), α = 1, α = 2, α = 3 α = 5, and α = 10 (triangles pointing down). The solid line shows the expeted asymptoti
behavior for α = 0 (ontat proess).
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Figure 3: Estimates for the ritial line. Curve (a) shows results from simulations (triangles) and Padé approximants (irles).
Curve (b) displays the harateristi whih starts at the CP (full line) and simulation results (triangles). In urve () the full
line is again the harateristi and the values whih follow from the multiritial saling form are represented by rosses.
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Figure 4: Estimates for the loation of the multiritial point provided by the set of PDA's.
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Figure 5: Estimates for the values of the exponents β′ and φ.
